We study the cosmological evolution of a D3-brane Universe in a type 0 string background. We follow the brane universe along the radial coordinate of the background and we calculate the energy density which is induced on the brane because of its motion in the bulk. For constant values of tachyon and dilaton an inflationary phase is appearing.
Introduction
There has been much recent interest in the idea that our universe may be a brane embedded in some higher dimensional space [1] . It has been shown that the hierarchy problem can be solved if the higher dimensional Planck scale is low and the extra dimensions large [2] . Randall and Sundrum [3] proposed a solution of the hierarchy problem without the need for large extra dimensions but instead through curved five-dimensional spacetime AdS 5 that generates an exponential suppression of scales.
This idea of a brane-universe can naturally be applied to string theory. In this context, the Standard Model gauge bosons as well as charged matter arise as fluctuations of the D-branes. The universe is living on a collection of coincident branes, while gravity and other universal interactions is living in the bulk space [4] .
This new concept of brane-universe naturally leads to a new approach to cosmology.
Any cosmological evolution like inflation has to take place on the brane while gravity acts globally on the whole space.
Another approach to cosmological evolution of our brane-universe is to consider the motion of the brane in higher dimensional spacetimes. In [6] the motion of a domain wall (brane) in such a space was studied. The Israel matching conditions were used to relate the bulk to the domain wall (brane) metric, and some interesting cosmological solutions were found. In [7] a universe three-brane is considered in motion in ten-dimensional space in the presence of a gravitational field of other branes. It was shown that this motion in ambient space induces cosmological expansion (or contraction) on our universe, simulating various kinds of matter.
In [8] we examine the motion of a three-brane in a background of the type 0 string theory. Employing the technics of ref. [7] , we will show that a cosmological evolution is induced on the three-brane as it moves in the type 0 string background, which for some range of the parameters has an inflationary epoch. As we will discuss in the following, the tachyon function f (T ) which couples to the F 5 form of the type 0 strings, is crucial for the inflationary evolution of the brane-universe.
Type 0 string theories [11] are interesting because of their connection [12] to fourdimensional SU(N) gauge theory. The type 0 string does not have spacetime supersymmetry and because of that contains in its spectrum a non-vanishing tachyon field. In [11] it was argued that one could construct the dual of an SU(N) gauge theory with 6 real adjoint scalars by stacking N electric D3 branes of the type 0 model on top of each other. The tachyon field couples to the five form field strength, which drives the tachyon to a nonzero expectation value.
Asymptotic solutions of the dual gravity background were constructed in [11, 9] . At large radial coordinate the tachyon is constant and one finds a metric of the form AdS 5 ×S 5 with vanishing coupling which was interpreted as a UV fixed point. The solution exhibits a logarithmic running in qualitative agreement with the asymptotic freedom property of the field theory. At small radial coordinate the tachyon vanishes and one finds again a solution of the form AdS 5 × S 5 with infinite coupling, which was interpreted as a strong coupling IR fixed point. A gravity solution which describes the flow from the UV fixed point to the IR fixed point is given in [10] .
In [14] we study the cosmological evolution of the brane-universe as the brane moves from the UV to the IR fixed point. In the following we will calculate the effective energy density which is induced on the brane because of its motion in the particular background of a type 0 string. Using the approximate solutions of [11, 9, 10] , we find that for large values of the radial coordinate r, in the UV region, the effective energy density takes a constant value, which means that the universe has an inflationary period. For smaller values of r, or of the scale factor α, the energy density is dominated by a term proportional to 1 (log α) 4 , where α is the scale factor of the brane-universe. This value of the energy density indicates that the universe is in a slow inflationary phase, in a "logarithmic inflationary" phase as we can call it, in contrast to "constant inflationary" phase which characterizes the usual exponential behaviour. For even smaller values of r, the approximation breaks down and we cannot trust the solutions anymore. If we go to the IR region the energy density is dominated by the term 1 α 4 and again we find the "logarithmic inflation" for larger values of r. The approximation breaks down again for some larger values of r. It is well known that it is very difficult to connect the IR to the UV solutions. Therefore our failure to present a full cosmological evolution, relies exactly on this fact .
We note here that what we find is somewhat peculiar, in the sense that one does not expect the effective energy density to be dominated, for a range of values of the scale factor, by terms proportional to 1 (log α) 4 . We understand this behaviour, as due entirely to mirage matter which is induced on the brane, from this particular background.
Our work is organized as follows. In section two, we briefly review the technics of ref. [7] . In section three, using this solution we find the cosmological evolution of the threebrane in a background of type 0 string with constant dilaton and tachyon. In section four we study the cosmological evolution of the three-brane in a background of type 0 string with non constant dilaton and tachyon. Finally in the last section we discuss our results.
Brane Universe
We will consider a probe brane moving in a generic static, spherically symmetric background [7] . We assume the brane to be light compared to the background so that we will neglect the back-reaction. As the brane moves the induced world-volume metric becomes a function of time, so there is a cosmological evolution from the brane point of view. The metric of a D3-brane is parameterized as
and there is also a dilaton field Φ as well as a RR background C(r) = C 0...3 (r) with a self-dual field strength. The action on the brane is given by
At last we get for the induced metric on the brane
with η the cosmic time.
This equation is the standard form of a flat expanding universe. If we define the scale factor as α 2 = g then we can interpret the quantity (α α ) 2 as an effective matter density on the brane with the result
Therefore the motion of a D3-brane on a general spherically symmetric background had induced on the brane a matter density. As it is obvious from the above relation, the specific form of the background will determine the cosmological evolution on the brane.
Brane-inflation
We consider a D3-brane moving along a geodesic in the background of a type 0 string.
For the case of constant tachyon and dilaton the solution for the induced metric on the brane is [11] 
the four form is
where Q 1 is a constant and f(T) is the function
by which the tachyon is coupled to the RR field.
The effective density on the brane (2.4), using eq.(3.1) and (3.2) becomes 8π
where the constant Q 1 was absorbed in a redefinition of the parameter E. Identifying g = α 2 and using g = H This relation restricts the range of α to 0 ≤ α < 1, while the range of r is 0 ≤ r < ∞. We can calculate the scalar curvature of the four-dimensional universe as
If we use the effective density of (3.5) it is easy to see that R brane of (3.7) blows up at α = 0.
On the contrary if r → 0,then the ds 2 10 of (2.1) becomes
with L = (
. This space is a regular AdS × S 5 space.
Therefore the brane develops an initial singularity as it reaches r = 0, which is a coordinate singularity and otherwise a regular point of the AdS 5 space. This is another example in Mirage Cosmology [7] where we can understand the initial singularity as the point where the description of our theory breaks down.
If we take ℓ 2 = 0, set the function f (T ) to each minimum value and also taking Φ 0 = 0, the effective density (3.5) becomes
As we can see in the above relation, there is a constant term, coming from the tachyon function f (T ). For small α and for some range of the parameters E and Q it gives an inflationary phase to the brane cosmological evolution. In Fig. 1 we have plotted ρ ef f as a function of α for Q = 2. 
Cosmological evolution of the Brane-Universe
In the case of non constant dilaton and tachyon the effective energy density using the solutions given by Tseytlin, Klebanov and Minahan [12] , [9] is calculated.
We consider again a D3-brane moving along a geodesic in the background of a type 0 string. Having all the solutions in the ultra violet and the infrared, we can follow the -8-cosmological evolution of our universe as it moves along the radial coordinate r. In the presence of a non trivial tachyon field the coupling e −Φ which appears in the Dirac-BornInfeld action in (2.2), is modified by a tachyonic function κ(T ) = 1 +
we can define an effective coupling [12] 
The bulk fields are also coordinate dependent and the induced metric on the brane will depend on a non trivial way on the dilaton field. Therefore the metric in the string frame will be connected to the metric in the Einstein frame through g St = e Φ 2 ef f g E . All the quantities used so far were defined in the string frame. We will follow our cosmological evolution in the Einstein frame. Then the relation (2.4) becomes
Having the approximate solution in the UV we can calculate the metric components and the RR field C. So, we can calculate the effective energy density from (4.2) setting ℓ 2 = 0 and we get 8π 3
For some typical value of the parameters Q=1 and E=1, and for large values of α, it is obvious that ρ ef f has a constant value. Therefore an observer on the brane will see an expanding inflating universe. It is interesting to see what happens for small values of α.
As α gets smaller, a term proportional to 1 (log α) 4 starts to contribute to ρ ef f . Therefore the universe for small values of scale factor has a slow expanding inflationary phase which we call it "logarithmic inflationary" phase. For smaller value of α we cannot trust the solution which is reflected in the fact that ρ ef f gets infinite. The behaviour of the effective energy density as a function of the scale factor is shown in Figure 2 . To have an idea how the slow inflationary phase proceeds, we can assume for the moment that the effective energy density scales as
The solution of the above equation is
Therefore we remain in an exponentially growing universe, but various values of p have the effect of making the universe to slow down its expansion. We note here that in order to estimate the behaviour and the duration of this "logarithmic inflationary" phase, we have to resolve the problem of the singularity.
Going now to IR ρ ef f becomes,
As we can see, the above relation is the same as the energy density in the UV (relation As α increases the term 1 (log α) 4 takes over and drives the universe to a slow inflationary expansion.
Discussion
We had followed a probe brane along a geodesic in the background of type 0 string.
Assuming that the universe is described by a four-dimensional brane, we calculate the effective energy density which is induced on the brane because of this motion. We study this mirage matter as the brane-universe moves along the radial coordinate.
At first we found, that the motion of the brane-universe in this particular background induces an inflationary phase on the brane. We made the analysis in the limited case where the dilaton and tachyon fields were constants. This assumption simplified the calculation because there is an exact solution of the equations of motion.
We also extended our study to a background where all the fields were functions of the radial coordinate. Using the solutions given by [12] , [9] , we calculated the energy densities that are induced on the brane. What we found is that for large values of the scale factor as it is measured on the brane (large values of the radial coordinate) the universe enters a slow inflationary phase, in which the energy density is proportional to an inverse power of the logarithm of the scale factor. As the scale factor grows the induced energy density takes a constant value and the universe enters a normal exponential expansion. For small values of the scale factor the induced energy density scales as the inverse powers of the scale factor and then the logarithmic terms take over and the universe enters a slow exponential expansion.
The energy densities we calculated break down for some specific values of the scale factor. This is a reflection of the fact that the approximate solutions in the IR cannot be continued to the UV. To answer the question if there is a true phase of "logarithmic inflation" in which the universe inflates but with a slow rate, we must resolve the problem of singularities, where our theory breaks down.
